1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Aluminium (Al) is a highly reactive metal that withstands most corrosive environments, although it can undergo corrosion if exposed directly to an aggressive environment. The corrosion resistance of Al is owed to the Al oxide film inert and protective nature, which forms on the metal surface when exposed to moisture ([@bib1]; [@bib21]; [@bib20]; [@bib39]). Aggressive acid solutions like hydrochloric acid (HCl) are extensively used in industries during the manufacturing of metallic equipments and in other applications such as acid pickling ([@bib47]). During the pickling process, HCl leads to the corrosion of metal vessels and industrial pipelines, thereby reducing the production and resulting in the economic loss ([@bib43]; [@bib18]). To circumvent the corrosion initiated by HCl, corrosion inhibitors are utilized. The utilization of corrosion inhibitors is regarded as an effective method towards the protection of materials from the wrath of corrosion in aggressive environments ([@bib23]; [@bib40]). Substances that are utilized to protect materials from attack by aggressive species must possess properties that allow them to bind onto the surface of the material and slow down the dissolution of materials. The resultant barrier of chemisorbed substance protects the material by either delaying the electrochemical mechanism or by the role of demarcation between the material and the corrosive medium ([@bib44]). Most corrosion inhibitors that are utilized in solvent heating processes are harmful and non-biodegradable, which is a problem because it can lead to the emission of industrial wastewaters with a vast amount of toxic materials finding their path into waterways. Due to their toxicity, most inhibitor compounds do not meet entirely the required environmental protection standards ([@bib5]). Nowadays, many studies have been devoted to finding eco-friendly organic corrosion inhibitors. Ionic liquids (ILs) have enjoyed more employment as corrosion inhibitors to solve the toxicity problem. ILs resemble the nature of organic salts at atmospheric temperatures and their structures are composed of cations and anions ([@bib50], [@bib51]). Recently Atta et al. reported on the use of quaternary ammonium salts, namely, Oleylammonium Tosylate and Octadecylammonium Tosylate ([@bib6]). In their report, they concluded that these compounds work as effective semi-chemisorption/physisorption corrosion inhibitors when steel is exposed to diluted hydrochloric acid. Even though other ILs have demonstrated the ability to act as corrosion inhibitors for Al corrosion, no reports are describing the use of 1-(benzyloxy)-1-oxopropan-2-aminium 4-methylbenzenesulfonate (BOPAMS) and 4-(benzyloxy)-4-oxobutan-1-aminium 4-methylbenzenesulfonate (BOBAMS) as anticorrosives of Al utilizing hydrochloric acid medium. This paper reports on the continuation of the work that has been done in our research group in exploring the use of ILs as green inhibitors and adds more data to the literature already available. The most notable improvement or achievements characterizing the current work is the fact that the current ionic liquids were synthesized as opposed to being obtained from the commercially available ones. It is also paramount to note that these compounds are completely novel. The quaternary ammonium salts, namely BOPAMS and BOBAMS utilized as anticorrosives for Al corrosion in 1M hydrochloric acid in this present study are shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} puts in comparison the corrosion inhibition abilities by various corrosion inhibitors that are reported in literature and the ones utilized in the current investigation.Figure 1Molecular structures of BOPAMS and BOBAMS.Figure 1Table 1Comparison of the corrosion inhibition abilities by various corrosion inhibitors that are reported in literature and the ones utilized in the current investigation.Table 1Corrosion InhibitorInvestigative TechniquesAdsorption modeAggressive medium/MetalIE/%Reference2-hydroxyethyl trimethylammonium\
ChlorideGravimetric, electrochemical, surface morphology, computational studiesTemkin adsorption isotherm, mixed-type inhibitors1 M HCl/mild steel92.04[@bib46]1-allyl-3-ethylimidazolium\
BromideElectrochemical, surface morphology, computational studiesLangmuir adsorption isotherm, chemisorption0.5 M H~2~SO~4~/copper92.5[@bib37]3,3′-(1,4-phenylenebis(methylene))bis(1-alkyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium) bromideElectrochemicalMixed-type inhibitors0.5 M H~2~SO~4~/Stainless steel90.7[@bib33]1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium trifluoromethyl sulfonateElectrochemical, surface\
MorphologyLangmuir adsorption isotherm3.5% NaCl/mild steel91.4[@bib15]Current ILsGravimetric, electrochemical, spectroscopicLangmuir adsorption isotherm, mixed-type inhibitors1 M HCl/aluminium97.8

2. Experimental {#sec2}
===============

2.1. Materials {#sec2.1}
--------------

Al coupons composed of approximately 99 (wt %), were used as the working electrode for all experimental procedures performed in this study. The coupons had a dimension of 3 cm length × 2 cm breadth and contained a small hole of 2 mm diameter for hanging on a glass rod.

2.2. Preparations of solutions {#sec2.2}
------------------------------

Approximately 1M HCl aggressive solution was carefully made up through appropriate proportionating of 32% analytical grade HCl utilizing distilled H~2~O. Parent solutions of 10.0 × 10^−4^ M BOPAMS and BOBAMS were thoroughly made up by weighing appropriate amounts of BOPAMS and BOBAMS, followed by the addition of distilled H~2~O to the mark of 1000 cm^3^ volumetric flasks. These parent solutions were utilized to make up various concentrations of BOPAMS and BOBAMS as reported in the results section of this paper.

2.3. Synthesis of BOPAMS and BOBAMS {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------

The synthesis of ionic liquids followed reaction [Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"} below. The two compounds were synthesized by the suspension of alanine **1** (6.2124 g, 69.7395 mmol) and γ-amino butanoic acid **2** (7.0164 g, 68.0411 mmol) respectively with 10 cm^3^ benzoyl alcohol **3** (10.4 g, 96.1716 mmol) in a mixture of p-toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate (PTSA) (14.5821 g, 84.6812 mmol) and toluene (200 cm^3^). The mixture was stirred for 10 min and heated to reflux for 10 h with azeotropic removal of water. The two products were precipitated by the addition of Et~2~O (100 cm^3^), filtered, dissolved in CH~3~OH (60 cm^3^) and precipitated further by the addition of Et~2~O (100 cm^3^). After the filtration and drying, the products were obtained as white crystals. BOPAMS (C~17~H~21~NO~5~S, Mol. Wt. 351,42), Yield: 25.3816 g, 91% and BOBAMS (C~18~H~23~NO~5~S, Mol. Wt. 365,44), Yield: 23.0146 g, 93%. Spectral analysis was carried out to confirm the two ionic liquids.Scheme 1Synthetic scheme of BOPAMS and BOBAMS.Scheme 1

2.4. Weight loss measurements {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------

Al sheets were first weighed and then totally submerged in 100 cm^3^ 1M HCl without and with BOPAMS and BOBAMS at various molarities (1.0 × 10^−4^ M -- 5.0 × 10^−4^ M) and temperatures (303--333K) for a period of 8 h. This procedure was performed in a temperature-controlled water bath for purposes of maintaining the heat during the submerging period. This was carefully followed by removing, cleaning with distilled H~2~O and finally drying in open air. The overall weight change of the Al sheets was noted.

2.5. Electrochemical techniques {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------

For the electrochemical experiments, a PGSTAT302N Autolab Potentiostat from Metrohm was utilized to carry out potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) as well as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). This instrument was equipped with a three-electrode cell consisted of a saturated calomel (Ag/AgCl) reference electrode, Pt counter electrode and the Al sheet was utilized as the working electrode. For EIS, a bridge tube was used to place the working electrode near the reference electrode to minimize IR contribution/Ohmic trop from the electrolyte solution. During the PDP and EIS measurements, Al sheets were allowed to corrode in open circuit potential (OCP) freely for a period of 30 min. PDP studies were performed at --250 to +250 mV (SCE) and 1 mV s^−1^ potential and scan rate, respectively. EIS curves were done at 100 kHz--0.00001 kHz frequency range at OCP conditions through applying a signal amplitude perturbation of 5 mV by utilizing an AC indicator at corrosion potential. Al sheets that were utilized were of a 1 cm^2^ total area in surface. Nyquist and Tafel curves were obtained from the EIS and PDP measurements, respectively.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Characterization of BOBAMS and BOPAMS {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------

The ^1^H-NMR and ^13^C-NMR spectra of BOBAMS and BOPAMS are represented in Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. As expected the aromatic regions of the ^1^H-NMR spectra of BOBAMS and BOPAMS are similar. The spectra are characterized by a broad singlet peak accounting for three protons at 8.36 ppm (BOPAMS) and 7.34 ppm (BOBAMS). Also, the two spectra contain two doublets each, which account for two protons each at 7.50 ppm and 7.13 ppm. Lastly, the aromatic region of the two spectra is characterized by a multiplet accounting for five protons at about 7.4 ppm. The heteroatomic and aliphatic regions of BOPAMS are characterized by a doublet accounting for three protons at 1.41 ppm, a singlet accounting for three protons at 3.41 ppm and another singlet accounting for two protons at 5.34 ppm. The same regions for BOBAMS are characterized by a quintet accounting for two protons at 1.81 ppm, a triplet accounting for two protons at 2.40 ppm, another triplet accounting for two protons at 2.62 ppm, a singlet accounting for three protons at 3.80 ppm and lastly a singlet accounting for two protons 5.11 ppm. The ^13^C-NMR spectra represent the correct number of carbon atoms at the appropriate chemical shift values. A methyl carbon peak for BOBAMS was observed at around 21.24 ppm (CH3PTSA). Two methyl carbon peaks were observed at around 16.16 ppm (H3C(3)Aln) and 21.25 ppm (H3C(3)PTSA) for BOPAMS. There are four methylene carbon peaks at about 22.87 (CH2(3)GABA), 30.71 (CH2(2)GABA), 38.67 (CH2(4)GABA) and 66.07 (CH2Bn) ppm for BOBAMS. BOPAMS gave a methine carbon at approximately 31.16 ppm (HC(2)Aln) and a methylene carbon peak was observed at around 67.49 ppm (H2CBn). The aromatic protons of the benzene rings were found at around 125--128 ppm (CAr) and four quintenary peaks at about 135, 138, 145, and 170 ppm (CO2Bn) for both BOBAMS and BOPAMS.Figure 2^1^H-NMR spectra a), b) BOPAMS and c), d) and BOBAMS.Figure 2Figure 3^13^C-NMR spectra a), b) BOPAMS and c), d) and BOBAMS.Figure 3

3.2. Potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the characteristic polarization plots found from the corrosion trait of Al in 1M HCl without and with of various concentrations of BOPAMS and BOBAMS at 303K. The values of different electrochemical parameters like corrosion current density (I~corr~), corrosion potential (E~corr~), anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes (β~a~ and β~c~) were found by the manipulation of the oxidation and reduction current-potential up to their intersection, and their values are shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The potentiodynamic efficiencies (%IE~PDP~) based on corrosion current density values were obtained utilizing [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib31]).$$IE_{PDP} = \left( \frac{i_{corr}^{0} - i_{corr}^{i}}{i_{corr}^{0}} \right) \times 100$$where $i_{corr}^{0}$ and $i_{corr}^{0}$ represent values of corrosion current density without and with BOPAMS and BOBAMS, respectively.Figure 4Tafel plots of Al utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with of various molarities of a) BOPAMS and b) BOBAMS.Figure 4Table 2PDP data of Al corrosion utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with various molarities of BOPAMS and BOBAMS at 303K.Table 2InhibitorConc./ME~corr~/mVi~corr~/mAcm^−2^β~a~/mVdec^−1^β~c~/mVdec^−1^R~p~ (10^−1^)/Ω cm^2^IE/%Blank----7690.004915110130.10--BOPAMS1.0 × 10^−4^--7240.0007071630.5085.742.0 × 10^−4^--7300.0004361543.7691.243.0 × 10^−4^--7230.00027111298.2894.504.0 × 10^−4^--7270.000193438.9496.135.0 × 10^−4^--7290.000122236.4497.59BOBAMS1.0 × 10^−4^--7230.00083102436.6283.102.0 × 10^−4^--7210.000728129.6385.343.0 × 10^−4^--7270.0004861234.1590.224.0 × 10^−4^--7220.0003441038.4493.085.0 × 10^−4^--7180.000152228.0896.95

Tafel extrapolation plots show that the introduction of BOPAMS and BOBAMS altered both the oxidation and reduction sections and caused a decrease in the current densities relative to the ones observed in the blank. The decline is slightly pronounced with increases of BOPAMS and BOBAMS concentrations. The reduction effect, however, is somewhat more noticeable, indicating the process is predominantly of cathodic nature. This kind of behaviour of the BOPAMS and BOBAMS suggests that the acidic attack on the Al surface is hindered. In the reduction region, there is a rise to the parallel effect of the Tafel lines, signifying the activation control of the hydrogen evolution process. This effect indicates that the discharge of hydrogen occurs via the charge transfer process at the metal interface ([@bib32]; [@bib50], [@bib51]). Literature studies show that if the change in E~corr~ is higher than ±85 mV relative to that of the blank experiments, then BOPAMS and BOBAMS are said to be either oxidation or reduction inhibitors ([@bib17]). The highest change in the E~corr~ data from the present study were less than 85 mV with BOPAMS and BOBAMS. This kind of change confirms that neither BOPAMS nor BOBAMS are wholly oxidation or reduction but semi-chemisorption/physisorption inhibitors. The data presented in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows that there is a change in the shift of both β~a~ and β~c~ compared to the blank experiments. The i~corr~ values lowered markedly with a rise in the concentration of BOPAMS and BOBAMS and the %IE~PDP~ congruently increased to a maximum at their highest concentrations. This observation by BOPAMS and BOBAMS suggests that they bind on the Al surface and the binding effect increases and become stable due to the availability of more BOPAMS and BOBAMS molecules at higher concentrations.

3.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------

The impendence spectra found for Al in 1M HCl solution at various concentrations of BOPAMS and BOBAMS are presented as Nyquist plots as indicated in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. EIS data found from these data are presented in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. The shape of the curves is the same without or with BOPAMS and BOBAMS. This behaviour signifies that the presence of BOPAMS and BOBAMS does not alter the oxidation and reduction processes of the dissolution of Al. In some cases, there was a shift in Nyquist plots origin as the concentrations of BOPAMS and BOBAMS were raised. This behaviour can be theoretically accounted for by the formation of the binding film layer on the Al surface. Furthermore, as the concentration of BOPAMS and BOBAMS were amplified, more BOPAMS and BOBAMS molecules were able to provide higher coverage of the Al surface. This shift might also be as a consequence of the stabilization of the binding process and the reduction of the passivation of Al. The semicircles obtained are not perfect, and a smaller arch for the blank shows that the corrosion of Al is due mainly to the charge sharing process which also suggests that the Faradaic processes that occur on bare Al surface lower with the introduction of BOPAMS and BOBAMS. As such, BOPAMS and BOBAMS do not change the electrochemical process of corrosion but prevent it by binding on the metal surface ([@bib11]).Figure 5Nyquist plots of Al utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with of various molarities of a) BOPAMS and b) BOBAMS.Figure 5Table 3EIS data of Al corrosion utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with various molarities of BOPAMS and BOBAMS at 303K.Table 3InhibitorConc./M^Rct/^ΩQ~1~/F.s^(a−1)^R~s~/ΩR~3~/ΩNL~3~/HΘIE/%Blank--0.40360.1146e-32.2006.8730.94632.902----BOPAMS1.0 × 10^−4^5.86496.49e-612.0934.850.980714.010.931293.122.0 × 10^−4^6.01983.83e-62.53737.680.961111.390.932993.293.0 × 10^−4^9.21768.51e-613.5734.330.966212.240.956295.624.0 × 10^−4^9.41082.29e-63.16747.300.962916.290.957195.715.0 × 10^−4^11.3088.66e-62.96152.810.959952.810.964396.43BOBAMS1.0 × 10^−4^6.34261.16e-62.88944.210.967811.610.936493.642.0 × 10^−4^7.76969.66e-63.38053.320.964115.440.948094.803.0 × 10^−4^11.5268.73e-62.82364.620.962917.800.965096.504.0 × 10^−4^15.8099.50e-67.46744.380.962314.410.974597.455.0 × 10^−4^18.7183.55e-617.9244.970.955918.110.978497.84

Nyquist diagram presented here consists of a capacitive loop in the high-frequency areas followed by an inductive loop in the low-frequency areas. The high-frequency capacitive loop is said to be a representative of the charge transfer resistance of the corrosion process and the double layer behaviour. The behaviour of the inductive loop may be a consequence of several phenomena. For instance, it can be accounted for as the relaxation of the substances present within the oxide layer covering the electrode surface. Furthermore, through the Ladha and Hachelef\'s measurements ([@bib24]; [@bib19]), the inductive loop has been confirmed to be linked with the presence of the film on of passivation on Al. Moreover, another cause for the induction loop could be as a consequence of the stabilization of the binding intermediate complex on the electrode surface that might involve the reactive products as well as the molecules of the BOPAMS and BOBAMS ([@bib24]; [@bib48]). The relevant electrical circuit structure utilized to fit the impendence spectra has been reported previously ([@bib48]; [@bib22]) and is shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. In this electrical circuit, R~1~ represents the electrolyte resistance (R~s~), Q~1~ represents constant phase element (CPE), R~2~ represents the charge transfer resistance (R~ct~), and R~3~ and L~3~ represent the inductive elements. Constant phase element was utilized as opposed to double-layer capacitance (C~dl~) to reflect a perfect capacitor in order to describe the inhomogeneities within the system. The imperfect semicircle loop at higher frequency section indicates the inhomogeneity of the Al surface due to structural or interfacial origin similar to those existing during the binding processes ([@bib50], [@bib51]). Using [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib31]), the inhibition efficiency (%IE~EIS~) at different concentration of the inhibitors was calculated.$$\% IE_{EIS} = \left( {1 - \frac{R_{ct}^{0}}{R_{ct}}} \right) \times 100$$where; $R_{ct}^{\circ}$ represents the charge transfer resistance without BOPAMS and BOBAMS and $R_{ct}$ is the charge transfer resistance with BOPAMS and BOBAMS.Figure 6Relevant electrical circuit utilized to fit the impedance spectra obtained for Al corrosion in 1M HCl for the process without and with BOPAMS and BOBAMS.Figure 6

As shown in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, it can be noticed that the %IE~EIS~ rises as the charge transfer resistance increases. Additionally, this rise is proportional to the rise of the concentration of BOPAMS and BOBAMS. The fall in the capacity as the BOPAMS and BOBAMS concentrations are raised can be due to the formation of the binding film layer by the BOPAMS and BOBAMS molecules on Al surface ([@bib42]). The decrease can also be due to the rise in the thickness of the electrical double layer or the fall in local dielectric constant, indicating that the molecules of BOPAMS and BOBAMS work by binding at the interface between the solution and the Al surface through the displacement of water molecules ([@bib3]).

3.4. Weight loss measurements {#sec3.4}
-----------------------------

To further understand the mode of binding of BOPAMS and BOBAMS on Al surface and assess the impact of temperature on the corrosion process, weight loss measurements were studied. The consequence of temperature on the binding and calculation of activation parameters for Al corrosion was evaluated from the Arrhenius-type graph according to [Eq. (3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib31]).$$logC_{R} = logA - \frac{E_{A}}{2.303RT}$$where E~a~ represents the apparent activation energy for the corrosion process which signifies the energy necessary for a molecule to react, C~R~ represents the corrosion rate in g.cm^−2^.h^−1^, A represents the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor, T represents the absolute temperature, and R represents the universal gas constant.

[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows that the %IE increases with an increase in the concentration of the two inhibitors studied. For instance, at 303K when the concentration of BOPAMS was 1.0×10^−4^ M the %IE was found to be 87.16 % and increased to a maximum of 93.52 % at 5.0×10^−4^ M. The same trend was observed in the case of BOBAMS wherein the obtained inhibition efficiency at 1.0×10^−4^ M was 89.74% and at 5.0×10^−4^ M was 91.94%. The increase in %IE with an increase in the concentrations of the inhibitors can be attributed to the accumulation of a greater number of molecules on the surface of Al as the inhibitor concentration is increased, which lead to the separation of the Al surface from the acidic solution and retarding the dissolution of Al ([@bib16]).Table 4Weight loss data of Al corrosion utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with various molarities of BOPAMS and BOBAMS at various temperatures.Table 4\
InhibitorConc./M303K\
IE313K323K333KC~R~/g.cm^−2^. h^−1^IE/%C~R~/g.cm^−2^. h^−1^IE/%C~R~/g.cm^−2^\
h^−1^IE/%C~R~/g.cm^−2^. h^−1^IE/%Blank--0.0128--0.0150--0.0190--0.0186-BOPAMS\
1.0 × 10^−4^0.0016487.160.0047068.620.0057663.780.0082163.162.0 × 10^−4^0.0013689.330.0037774.790.0057264.020.0067963.563.0 × 10^−4^0.0015290.980.0031379.090.0050168.470.0067663.704.0 × 10^−4^0.0011291.260.0030680.720.0047969.860.0067563.755.0 × 10^−4^0.0008393.520.0022584.930.0038375.940.0067363.86BOBAMS\
1.0 × 10^−4^0.00131\
0.001589.740.0029080.640.0046069.300.0064765.262.0 × 10^−4^0.0011591.000.0027082.000.0045769.470.0063465.963.0 × 10^−4^0.0011291.210.0025682.890.0039373.780.0062566.474.0 × 10^−4^0.0010991.440.0018187.910.0037475.000.0061067.285.0 × 10^−4^0.0010391.940.0016189.250.0035277.840.0058268.75

From the straight-line type of graph of log C~R~ against 1/T ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the numerical data of E~a~ for various concentrations of BOPAMS and BOBAMS were obtained utilizing the slopes and can be utilized to explain the inhibitive mechanism further. The results obtained from these graphs are shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the blank with flatter slope indicating that it has smaller activation energy. When BOPAMS and BOMAMS are introduced into the system, the slope is much steeper with higher activation energy. The similarity in the trend of these figures suggests that the two inhibitors have the same mechanism of action. The data of E~a~ attained from the figures without the presence of BOPAMS and BOBAMS was 9.9215 kJ mol^−1^. However, evidently the E~a~ data when 1.0×10^−4^ M BOPAMS was added, increased instantly to 41.8773 kJ mol^−1^~.~ BOBAMS also revealed a similar trend of the increase in activation energy which rises immediately when the smallest concentration of the BOBAMS is introduced into the system. This rise signifies that in the availability of BOPAMS and BOMAMS the barrier of energy for the corrosion reaction is induced, and the magnitude of the rise is related to the concentration of BOPAMS and BOBAMS ([@bib13]).Figure 7Arrhenius plots of Al utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with of various molarities of a) BOPAMS and b) BOBAMS.Figure 7

Kinetic data like enthalpy (ΔH~a~∗) and entropy (ΔS~a~∗) of activation can be used to provide further details on the dependence of inhibition efficiencies of BOPAMS and BOMAMS on temperature and the concentration of the inhibitor. These data were determined using the equation of transition state [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib31]):$$log\left( \frac{C_{R}}{T} \right) = \left\lbrack {log\left( \frac{R}{Nh} \right) + \left( \frac{\text{Δ}S^{\ast}}{2.303R} \right)} \right\rbrack + \left( \frac{- \text{Δ}H^{\ast}}{2.303R} \right)\left( \frac{1}{T} \right)$$where R represents the universal gas constant, h represents the Plank\'s constant, T represents the absolute temperature, 2.303 is a numerical value utilized to convert from ln to log and N represents the Avogadro\'s number.

The straight-line graph of log (C~R~/T) against 1/T ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) has a slope equivalent to (--ΔH∗/2.303R) and y-intercept equivalent to \[log (R/Nh) + ΔS∗/2.303R\]. This information enabled the estimation of activation data (ΔH∗ and ΔS∗) which are listed in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}. Some insight into a possible type of adsorption mode of BOPAMS and BOBAMS can be gained by relating the corrosion activation data without and with the synthesized compounds. (--) data of ΔS∗ indicate that the damage on the metal surface has decreased and the (+) data indicate that the chaosness of the process has risen. Large (--) data of ΔS∗ are indicative of association of the activated complex in the slowest elementary reaction as opposed to dissociation. This signifies that the destruction on the Al surface has been lessened during the process of migrating from reactants to the activated complex as a result of the binding of BOPAMS and BOBAMS molecules on the Al surface ([@bib45]; [@bib12]). (+) sign of ΔH∗ data of the results reflects that the binding of BOPAMS and BOBAMS molecules is of endothermic character. ΔH∗ data for the uninhibited solution was 7.3147 kJ mol^−1^ and increased to 39.2549 and 41.6667 kJ mol^−1^ after the addition of 1.0 × 10^−4^ M BOPAMS and BOBAMS, respectively. This indicates that significant amount of energy was required to form a corrosion product, indicating that the presence of BOPAMS and BOBAMS resulted in the difficulty for the dissolution of the Al surface which increased as the inhibitor concentrations were increased.Figure 8Transition state plots of Al utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with of various molarities of a) BOPAMS and b) BOBAMS.Figure 8Table 5Kinetic and activation data of Al corrosion utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with various molarities of BOPAMS and BOBAMS.Table 5InhibitorConc./ME~a~/kJ.mol^−1^ΔH∗/kJ.mol^−1^ΔS∗/J.mol^−1.^K^−1^Blank--9.92157.3147-200.2395BOPAMS1.0 × 10^−4^41.877339.2549-195.53302.0 × 10^−4^43.535640.8088-195.34323.0 × 10^−4^48.064145.4519-194.63204.0 × 10^−4^48.619445.9999-194.55275.0 × 10^−4^56.711554.6709-193.2145BOBAMS1.0 × 10^−4^43.677341.6667-195.27102.0 × 10^−4^46.989944.7879-194.77993.0 × 10^−4^46.358046.6452-194.53304.0 × 10^−4^48.885650.3792-193.98105.0 × 10^−4^49.728151.2025-193.8779

3.5. Adsorption isotherms and thermodynamic parameters {#sec3.5}
------------------------------------------------------

The binding of BOPAMS and BOBAMS on Al surface is a critical step in the corrosion inhibition mode, which can be explained by adsorption isotherms ([@bib29]). Therefore, to ascertain the mode of adsorption for BOPAMS and BOBAMS, several well-known adsorption isotherms were adopted and among them, the optimum correlation was obtained through Langmuir adsorption isotherm, which was achieved through a graph of surface coverage (θ) against the concentrations of BOPAMS and BOBAMS. According to Langmuir, θ is related to the inhibitor concentration (C~inh~) in the bulk of the solution as well as the adsorption constant (K~ads~), according to [Eq. (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib10]).$$\frac{C_{inh}}{\theta} = \frac{1}{K_{ads}} + C_{inh}$$

Thermodynamic parameters provide information relating to the strength and inhibitive mechanism of corrosion by the inhibitor. The ΔG°~ads~ values were obtained from K~ads~ using [Eq. (6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib31]).$$\text{Δ}G_{ads}^{{^\circ}} = - RTln\left( 55.5K_{ads} \right)$$where the numeral 55.5 represent the molarity of H~2~O in solution, ΔG°~ads~ represents the standard Gibb\'s free energy of the binding process, R represents the universal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.

[Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} represents the relation between C~inh~/θ versus C~inh~ which gave straight lines for the two inhibitors with a slope approximately equal to unity and non-zero intercepts at all temperatures investigated. For example, the linear correlation coefficient (R^2^) for BOPAMS are 0.9966, 0.9974, 0.9957 and 1 at 303K, 313K, 323K and 333K, respectively. This confirms that the adsorption layer formed by the three inhibitors on the Al surface in 1M HCl obeys the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. The closeness of the slope to unity also indicates that the type of the adsorption layer formed on the Al surface is a monolayer ([@bib35]).Figure 9Langmuir isotherms of Al utilizing 1M HCl for the process without and with of various molarities of a) BOPAMS and b) BOBAMS at various temperatures.Figure 9

The data of ΔG^°^~ads~ ranging up to --20 kJ mol^−1^ are generally associated with some electrostatic interaction taking place around the charged metal surface and BOPAMS and BOBAMS (physical adsorption) while the data around --40 kJ mol^−1^ and beyond are associated with the exchange of electrons between Al and BOPAMS and BOBAMS resulting in the formation of a strong chemical bond (chemical adsorption) ([@bib13]; [@bib25]). In this work, the ΔG°~ads~ data for BOBAMS and BOPAMS were all above --20 kJ mol^−1^ yet slightly below --40 kJ mol^−1^, signifying mixed-type binding process on Al surface, with a dominating chemisorption mechanism as the values are nearing the --40 kJ mol^−1^ value. The data of ΔG^o^~ads~ showed similar behaviour to those for K~ads~ as they seem to increase with a temperature rise. This implies some change in the adsorption mechanism from a physical to a chemical type of adsorption. (--) data of ΔG°~ads~ support the spontaneous type of binding process.

Thermodynamic properties like the enthalpy of adsorption ΔH°~ads~ and ΔS°~ads~ can be utilized to further understand the binding process of BOPAMS and BOBAMS on Al surface. ΔH°~ads~ data may be deduced by utilizing the Van\'t Hoff expression [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib41]).$$lnK = - \frac{H_{ads}^{{^\circ}}}{RT} + constant$$where K represents the adsorption equilibrium constant, R represents the universal gas constant and T represents the absolute temperature.

Gibbs-Helmholtz expression may also be utilized to obtain the enthalpy of adsorption ([@bib34]).$$\left\lbrack \frac{\partial\left( {\text{Δ}G_{ads}^{{^\circ}}/T} \right)}{\partial T} \right\rbrack_{P} = - \frac{\text{Δ}H_{ads}^{{^\circ}}}{T^{2}}$$

Gibbs-Helmholtz expression [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"} may also be rearranged to give expression in [Eq. (9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\frac{\text{Δ}G_{ads}^{{^\circ}}}{T} = \frac{H_{ads}^{{^\circ}}}{T} + k$$

ΔS°~ads~ can be calculated from ΔG°~ads~ and ΔH°~ads~ as shown in [Eq. (10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\text{Δ}S_{ads}^{{^\circ}} = \frac{\text{Δ}H_{ads}^{{^\circ}} - \text{Δ}G_{ads}^{{^\circ}}}{T}$$

[Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} reports the data of ΔH^o^~ads~ and ΔS^o^~ads~ over the temperature range of 303--313K. It has been reported in literature ([@bib4]; [@bib2]) that if ΔH^o^~ads~ \> 0 (endothermic), then the inhibitors adsorb chemically on the metal surface, and if ΔH^o^~ads~ \< 0 (exothermic), then the adsorption process can either be taking place through chemisorption or physisorption process. In cases where the ΔH^o^~ads~ \< 0, physisorption process can be differentiated from chemisorption based on the magnitude of ΔH^o^~ads~. To classify the adsorption as physisorption, the ΔH^o^~ads~ data is normally less than 40 kJ mol^−1^ and it is greater than 100 kJ mol^−1^ for chemisorption ([@bib49]). For BOPAMS, the ΔH^o^~ads~ values are higher than 40 kJ mol^−1^ yet lower than 100 kJ mol^−1^ showing that the binding process is both of physisorption and chemisorption nature. Additionally, (+) values of ΔS^o^~ads~ with the addition of BOPAMS signifies a rise in the entropy of the solvent. This means that there is a disorder occurring on the metal surface because of the molecules of H~2~O which gets detached from the Al surface. In the case where the ΔS^o^~ads~ values are (+). Literature says that the fall of enthalpy may be the [chief motive](https://www.wordhippo.com/what-is/another-word-for/chief_motive.html){#intref0010} for the binding of BOPAMS molecules on Al ([@bib7]). For BOBAMS, ΔH^o^~ads~ values are --36 kJ mol^−1^, and this is indicative of dominating physical adsorption process. (--) ΔS°~ads~ values for BOBAMS suggest that the binding process is of an exothermic nature. For this instance, the BOPAMS and BOBAMS molecules are said to first move into the solution before binding on the Al surface and they do so in some arranged pattern onto the surface of Al, and consequently bring about a fall in entropy ([@bib26]; [@bib27]). The adsorption process being exothermic, thermodynamic principle indicates that it must be accompanied by a reduction in entropy ([@bib30]).Table 6Thermodynamic and adsorption data of Al corrosion utilizing 1M HCl for the process at various temperatures for BOPAMS and BOBAMS.Table 6InhibitorT/KR^2^SlopeK~ads~/L.mol^−1^--ΔG°~ads~/kJ.mol^−1^ΔH°~ads~/kJ. mol^−1^ΔS°~ads~/J.mol^−1^.K^−1^BOPAMS3030.99660.99422779.230.09623243130.99741.11412432.130.742368[∗](#tbl6fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}3153230.99571.26342055.931.273268[∗∗](#tbl6fnlowastlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}3073331.00001.562144306.640.7426327BOBAMS3030.99991.082528264.635.9396-- 36[∗](#tbl6fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}-- 0.23130.99681.08354174.532.1483-- 36[∗∗](#tbl6fnlowastlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}-- 123230.99621.24873365.132.5965-- 113330.99921.43947095.235.6711-- 0.99[^1][^2]

3.6. Adsorption film analysis {#sec3.6}
-----------------------------

FT-IR instrument was utilized to analyze the characteristics associated with the protective film that resulted on the surface of Al. FT-IR spectra of Al submerged in aggressive HCl without and with of BOPAMS and BOBAMS (adsorption film formed) were compared to the spectra of the two pure synthesized compounds as shown in [Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. The inspection of the spectra of Al in aggressive HCl without the BOPAMS and BOBAMS show a broad peak around 3261.62 cm^−1^ and a weak peak around 1624.44 cm^−1^ which is indicative of the presence of hydrated aluminium oxide molecule (Al~2~O~3~.xH~2~O) and the presence of water. The stretching frequency of around 849.75 and 502 cm^−1^ represents the γ-AlO~4~ and γ-AlO~6~, respectively. Thus, the γ-Al~2~O~3~ phase contained both octahedral and tetrahedral coordination ([@bib36])~.~ The expanded adsorption film formed spectra for BOBAMS and BOPAMS are drawn to highlight the fact that the intensity of the peaks decreased to the point that they look as if they have disappeared due to the smaller scale. This indicates some high strength interaction taking place in the midst the functional groups of the two compounds and Al. These include the ammonium salt (^+^NH~3~), O=S=O, S--O^-^, C--N and C--O, which are some possible electron donors. The disappearance of the peaks can be attributed to the resultant strong Al--BOBAMS or Al--BOPAMS and the reason for the high inhibition efficiencies exhibited by BOBAMS and BOPAMS.Figure 10FT-IR spectra comparison of the frequencies for the pure compound and adsorption films resulted on the Al in 1.0 M HCl by a) BOPAMS and b) BOBAMS.Figure 10

3.7. Proposed inhibition mechanism between Al and BOPAMS/BOBAMS {#sec3.7}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The inhibition capabilities related to inhibitor molecules for Al corrosion are said to be a result of the binding of BOPAMS/BOBAMS molecules on Al, resulting in a protective barrier. The degree of binding offered by the inhibitors is highly dependent on factors such as the condition of the surface of the metal, type of the metal and the mechanism of binding of the inhibitor molecules ([@bib8]). During the inhibition process in aggressive HCl solution, the binding of inhibitor molecules at the Al/OH^−^ boundary is assumed to be the initial step. The adsorption may be because of one of three steps, namely; an electrostatic attraction that occurs between charged Al surface and charged BOPAMS/BOBAMS, the formation of coordination bond by the unshared pair of electrons on the BOPAMS/BOBAMS and the empty or half-filled p-orbitals from the Al atoms and the participation of the π-electrons of the BOPAMS/BOBAMS ([@bib38]; [@bib14]). As such, the prevention of Al corrosion in HCl is accomplished largely as a result of electrostatic interaction; this conclusion is supported by the fall in the %IE with the rise in absolute T. Generally, the inhibitors can be adsorbed on the Al surface either in their neutral or protonated forms. In acidic solution (i.e., HCl), the Al surface is negatively charged and as a result, protonated IL molecules find it easier to attack the negatively charged surface as a result of electrostatic attraction that occurs between them and the Al surface ([@bib9]). The binding of BOPAMS/BOBAMS is said to involve the replacement of the H~2~O molecules on the surface of Al and the exchange of electrons that occurs in the midst of the Al surface and heteroatoms of BOPAMS/BOBAMS.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

•BOPAMS and BOBAMS are mixed-type anti-corrosive substances for Al in aggressive acid environment solution and obeys Langmuir adsorption isotherm. The highest IE% obtained for BOPAMS and BOBAMS are 97.57% and 97.84%, respectively.•Polarization study revealed that BOPAMS and BOBAMS act in both oxidation and reduction half-reactions for Al with the reduction half-reaction being polarized more. From the polarization study corrosion parameters E~corr~, I~corr~, β~a~ and β~c~ were obtained. These parameters indicated that BOPAMS and BOBAMS are mixed type corrosion inhibitors and the inhibition of Al was mainly controlled by charge transfer. The increase of the R~P~ values with an increase in the concentration of the inhibitors indicated that the inhibition of corrosion is primarily due to the formation of the protective film.•The inhibition efficiencies of BOPAMS and BOBAMS increased with improving their concentrations and fell with the rise of the temperature.•Al showed Nyquist plots with a more pronounced passive region, and this is attributed to the higher tendency of Al in forming an oxide film. EIS results showed that the charge transfer resistance increased as the concentration of the inhibitors were increased leading to the decrease of the corrosion rate and higher %IE. The constant phase element exponent (n) values were near unity for Al which is indicative of a pseudo-capacitive behaviour of the electrode. Mixed-type adsorption was exhibited for the two inhibitors studied.
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[^1]: Parameters obtained utilizing Van\'t Hoff expression.

[^2]: Parameters derived from the Gibbs-Helmholtz expression.
